Top Half of Heart

* cut out top and bottom half of patterns
* match the arrows - glue together
* trace both halves of heart on freezer paper.
* cut out pattern
* Out of fabric - cut 2 hearts

Scalloped Trim for Pocket

* sew on traced line
* cut 1/4" beyond sewn line measures 13 1/2" (finished)
Cutting Line for Pocket

Line up this line with line on top half

Sewing Line for Pocket

Bottom Half of Heart and Pocket Pattern for Sweetheart Mailbox

- Cut 2 - Fabric
- Cut 1 - Peltex by Pellon for Heart
- Cut 1 - Peltex by Pellon for Pocket
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Place on Fold

Cut 2 fabric
Cut 1 batting

- leave open for turning heart

Small Heart Sticker for back of envelopes
"You've Got Mail"

v Envelope v

v Cut 2 - Fabric

v Cut 1 - Fuse-A-Shade

(www.htcwproducts.com)

or Heavy Pellon

Finished Envelope Size

4" x 6 1/2"

v & Sewing Line - make sure to "Add" 1/4" all sides